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WEST BENGAL STATE U IVERSITY
B.A. Honours PART-II Examinations, 2016

HISTORy-HONOURS

PAPER-HISA-IV
Time Allotted: 4 Hours Full Marks: 100

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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Answer question No.1 and any four questions from the rest.
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1. Answer any four questions from the following:

M~f6I~ ~-~ fflfC ~m~:
5x4 = 20

(a) What is meant by Fief and Vassalage?

~ '(3~t>ilC6119f~W~?
(b) Indicate the significance of the year 1453 in the history of Europe.
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(c) Trace t~ development of map drawing in Europe in the later part of the
fifteenth century. .
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(d) What is Proto-Industrialization?

.~mHl",,~~~?
(e) How do you characterize the new merchants of sixteenth century Europe?

~lI1~~'S1 ~9f""'f<U ~~~~~?

(f) What do you know about 95 thesis of Martin Luther?

~~C\l~~~~~?

(g) Who were the Huguenots?

~~<mrr~?

(h) What do you mean by Copernican Revolution?

'~9fl'S1H<tll)j R~' ~~~?
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Answer any four questions from the following:

H~~~~-~~~m~:
20x4 = 80

2. "The fourteenth century was an age of economic crisis and commercial
decline in European history" - Discuss .

• ~ ~ ~~ ~~D1 ~ ~~ '0 ~ '6l<lIJfiC~'S1l'if' -
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3. Why did feudalism flourish in Eastern Europe when it collapsed in Western
Europe?

~~9f~~l~~\!)C3I'S1 ~~~ ~~9f~~ M<P~~?
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4. What does the term 'Renaissance' signify? To what extent was humanism
reflected in Renaissance painting and sculptures?

'C'!lC~~' ~ ~ ~? ~ ~ ~1~<q~~~ C'!lC~>1PtfbJl~r.:I 'e ~ 1in
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5. What were 'Enclosures' in England? In what ways did they represent a new
kind of agricultural economy?

~~ '~~c:QSll9Tm'~~? ~~mMs\SIC<1~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~
<1m?
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6. What is Radical Reformation? How did it create an ideological opposition to
monarchical absolutism?

\S~ m~~? Ms\Stc<I~~II9T~~C1f'!l~3jMC'!llm~~~ ~C'!l~(;ij?
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7. Was Niccolo Machiavelli a humanist political thinker? 20

Hwlca11 ~IMs~IC\S~ ~ ~~~I~<q~~~ ~liSfC~~~ fb~IMI't~?

8. Did the peace treaty of Westphalia (1648) establish the ideals of national 20
sovereignty?

'eC~~C~~~I'!l ¥11~~f& (~~8b-)~ ~ ~lcf~~C~'!l ~ ~ <PC'!l~(;ij?

9. Assess the role of anti-clericalism in setting the stage for the Reformation. 20

~~ ~1C"'tI61C~'R~~fil<pl.2jIti~<PC$\ ~~~ ~ ~ I

10. Account for the decline of Spain as a chief commercial power of Europe in 20
the seventeenth century.
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